Increasing treatment accuracy for cervical cancer patients using correlations between bladder-filling change and cervix-uterus displacements: proof of principle.
To investigate application of pre-treatment established correlations between bladder-filling changes and cervix-uterus displacements in adaptive therapy. Thirteen cervical cancer patients participated in this prospective study. Pre-treatment, and after delivery of 40 Gy, a full bladder CT-scan was acquired, followed by voiding the bladder and acquisition of 4 other 3D scans in a 1h period with a naturally filling bladder (variable bladder filling CT-scans, VBF-scans). For the pre-treatment VBF-scans, linear correlations between bladder volume change and displacements of the tip of the uterus (ToU) and the center of mass (CoM) of markers implanted in the fornices of the vagina relative to the full bladder planning scan were established. Prediction accuracy of these correlation models was assessed by comparison with actual displacements in CT-scans, both pre-treatment and after 40 Gy. Inter-fraction ToU and marker-CoM displacements were derived from the established correlations and twice-weekly performed in-room bladder volume measurements, using a 3D ultrasound scanner. Target displacement in VBF-scans ranged from up to 65 mm in a single direction to almost 0mm, depending on the patient. For pre-treatment VBF-scans, the linear correlation models predicted the mean 3D position change for the ToU of 26.1 mm±10.8 with a residual of only 2.2 mm±1.7. For the marker-CoM, the 8.4 mm±5.3 mean positioning error was predicted with a residual of 0.9 mm±0.7. After 40Gy, the mean ToU displacement was 26.8 mm±15.8, while prediction based on the pre-treatment correlation models yielded a mean residual error of 9.0 mm±3.7. Target positioning errors in the fractioned treatments were very large, especially for the ToU (-18.5mm±11.2 for systematic errors in SI-direction). Pre-treatment acquired VBF-scans may be used to substantially enhance treatment precision of cervical cancer patients. Application in adaptive therapy is promising and warrants further investigation. For highly conformal (IMRT) treatments, the use of a full bladder drinking protocol results in unacceptably large systematic set-up errors.